Once upon a time, there was a scientist named Dr. Popo. He was the best scientist of his time. His best friend was Dr. Pepe. They were both very good at science and worked in the same laboratory.

One day, Dr. Popo wanted to do an exploration about life on Mars, so Doctors Popo and Pepe created a rocket called ‘Space X’.

When they went to Mars, they were surprised because they saw an alien that was sitting on a large rock. He was looking up at Earth.

They looked around and saw even more aliens. They took the one who was sitting on the rock because he seemed interested in going to Earth. The doctors planned to do an experiment when they returned to Earth.

When they returned to Earth, they began their experiment.

First, they gave the alien a scientific name. They called it ‘Konjulia O’cinus”, which means Mars Alien.

Then they did the first part of the experiment. They wanted to know if the alien could breathe on Earth.

The second part was to find out what was inside of the alien’s body. They used a high-tech x-ray to see inside of the alien. They found three brains, two hearts, and four lungs. Its blood was blue.

The scientists were surprised at what they saw, and they quickly discovered that the aliens could breathe on Earth and also under water.

They wrote down all they found in a book.

The book was published and they became very famous.
The scientists made many trips to Mars and brought back twelve various kinds of aliens. After doing their tests on the aliens, they put them into a special alien zoo. The aliens were happy in the zoo. They liked to look at the humans who came there, and they liked the food.

When the people saw the aliens in the zoo, they became scared.

They said, “What if the aliens from Mars come here? They will want to get revenge!”

This is why the people said that two scientists were practicing ‘Mad Science’.
Chapter 2

After a while, the aliens hated the zoo. They wanted their freedom, but the Earth people were too afraid of them. The alien’s population began to grow and the zoo was no longer big enough.

Dr. Popo decided to take them back to Mars, but there were too many of them. There were many meetings between Dr. Popo and the aliens. It was decided that the aliens would move to new place. Dr. Popo and Dr. Pepe purchased an island in the Pacific Ocean for them.

One day, while the aliens were packing their bags, some of them went into Dr. Popo’s office and found a radio. When they made a call, they were surprised to hear aliens speaking their language.

They made a secret plan for the aliens on Mars to come and get their friends and bring them home.

When Dr. Popo found out about the idea, he got upset. He didn’t want the aliens to return to Mars. He still needed to study them.